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The analytic solution of the mean spherical approximation obtained by us previously for the
ion-dipole system in a neutralizing background is applied to study the structural, thermodynamic
and dielectric properties of sodium-ammonia solutions. It is shown that the structure of ammonia
is closepacked and changes little with ion concentration. The shape of the ion-ion distribution
function changes from solvation behaviour with Debye-like asymptotics at low ion concentration
to density ordering in the metalic region.

Introduction
Ions in solution have widely been investigated dur
ing the last years [1 -4]. The simplest model consists of
charged hard spheres (ions) and hard spheres possess
ing dipole moments (solvent molecules). In particular,
a set of analytical results has been obtained within the
mean spherical approximation (MSA) for the case of
equal sizes of the ion and the molecule [5-9], and
unequal sizes [10-15], Patey and coworkers have
studied the model using different versions of the hypernetted chain (HNC) approximation [16, 17]. Recently,
besides the dipole moment allowance for the quadru
pole moment has been made on the same approxima
tion level [18, 19].
The site-site approach [20, 21] permits to eliminate
the problems of the multipole expansion for the ionmolecule and intermolecular interactions. Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation data for the ion-dipole mixture have
also become available [22, 23], The authors of these
papers have obtained different results for the ion-ion
distribution functions, manifesting the problems in
simulating the system at low concentrations. System
atic and consistent molecular dynamics (MD) simula
tions of aqueous electrolyte solutions were presented
in the papers of Heinzinger and coworkers [24], They
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. M. F. Golovko, Statistical
Physics Division, Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ukrainian
SSR Academy of Sciences, Lviv 290005, USSR.

were the first who obtained the ion-ion radial distribu
tion functions besides the ion-molecule and moleculemolecule ones and investigated the dependence of
these functions on concentration, temperature and
pressure.
In this paper we deal with metal(Na)-polar liquid
(NH3) solutions [25]. We shall apply the two-fluid
point of view, in which the solution is considered as
consisting of two subsystems, the quantum subsystem
of electrons and the classical ion-molecular subsys
tem. This consideration has been successfully applied
for liquid metals [26, 27] and metal-electrolyte melts
[28-30]. In this approach the ion-molecular system is
immersed in a uniform neutralizing background and
is considered as the reference fluid which dominates
the structure. Allowance for the electron subsystem, at
least in the metallic region, similarly to the case of
metals or metal-molten salt solutions [31], can be
given by means of perturbation theory through the
pseudopotential of the electron-molecule interaction
and the dielectric function of the electron gas. In the
nonmetal region the problem arises to provide consis
tency of the structure of the solution and the electron
subsystem state.
The simplest ion-molecular model with neutralizing
background is the ion-dipole one. We have obtained
the analytical solution of the MSA for this model [15]
and shall apply it here to study solutions of sodium in
ammonia. Lithium dissolved in ammonia has been
studied by MD simulations by Heinzinger et al. [32],
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1. The Analytic Expressions for the Two-sort Ion-dipole
Model with Neutralizing Background in the MSA
The considered model consists of hard spheres with
charge /Z m, density gm and diameter om, and hard
spheres with point dipole
density gs, and diameter
ers. These particles are embedded in a uniform neutral
izing background of density g(p= gmZm.
The MSA introduced by Lebowitz and Percus [33]
reduces to the solution of the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ)
integral equations
hii(X1,X 2) = cij(Xl ,X 2)

(U )

+ X e ^ s d x th ^ ix ^ x jc ijx t.x j,
«1= 1

plied. After integration by orientations and transition
to the orientation frame, respectively, to the axis con
necting the centers of masses of the particles, (1.1)
reduces to the equations in Fourier space

= I
£ (-1 f e u B lW C V J J * )*
»1= 1 ni=0

(1-6)

where
Hl"u(x) = J dr [eixr J J ^ fr)+ *-""■ J nxm
jM ,
C lnu(x) = ] dr [<?"" SZj(r) + e~ixr S ftiM ].

(1.7)

Here the functions J™"j(r) and
can be repre
sented through the coefficients in (1.4):

supplemented by the closure for the total correlation
functions (TCF) h ^ X ^ X2) = gij(X1, X 2) - l and the
direct correlation function (DCF)
X 2), where

(m n A®
/ r\
.
JZ j(r) = 2 n ( - \ r Z [ ,
, J J d f t i 'M / ^ f ) ,
o

hij(X1,X 2) = - 1 for r l2« r u = ±(<rt + <rj),

(1.2)

ST",(r) = 2 7 r ( - i r i

cij(X 1,X 2) = - ß U ij(Xl ,X 2) for r12>ffy.

(1.3)

gij(Xl ,X 2) are the pair distribution functions
(PDF), Uij(Xl ,X 2) are the electrostatic interaction
pair potentials, ß = \/k ßT, X 1={rl ,Q l) denotes the
set of coordinates of particle 1, Q1 is the set of Euler
angles necessary to define the orientation of the mole
cule and r 12 is the interparticle distance.
The relation (1.2) is exact and (1.3), being approxi
mate. provides the correct asymptotics of the DCF at
/' j 2 * •
The TCF and DCF are presented in the orientationinvariant form [34, 35]
hiJ(X1,X 2)= I ÄJ3"'(r12)0 5 o- '( ß 1, ß 2,O ri2),
m. n. I
cu(Xi t X 2)= I cTjnl(rl2)<PZ,^ 1,Q 2^ r l2\
m, n, I

(1-4)

where the linear symmetry of thje dipole has been
taken into account; Q1, Q2, Qri, are, respectively, the
Euler angles specifying the orientation of molecules 1
and 2 with respect to an arbitrary set of axes and of the
vector r ]2 joining their centers of mass, and
ß 2, ß 3) = ]/(2m + \)(2n + 1)
• I

r

n

(1.5)

) D ^ Q J D»0y(Q2) Dl0,(Q2).

The standard notations for the Wigner 3-j symbols
and generalized spherical harmonics have been ap

m n I
—a o

cTjn,(t),
(1.8)

where the Pt (r/t) are the Legendre polynomials.
The set of (1.6) decouples into two independent
equations for x = 0 and 1=1, respectively,
+

* H0(x) * ]/q] * [I-]/g * C0(x)*]/g] = l, (1.9)

[\+Qs H ^ ss(x )][\-g s C lU *)] = U

(110)

where I is the unit matrix, g is the 3rd order diagonal
matrix of the number densities of the ions and the
solvent (e3= ös); H0(x) and C0(x) are the square ma
trices of order 3 and the asterisk denotes the multipli
cation of two matrices.
Equation (1.10) has a form similar to the one-component dipole system and reduces to the PercusYevick (PY) equation for hard spheres with effective
density
—b2/ 12, where
6k
b2 = Qs

[3 0

dr

h l12(r)

(1.11)

Thus [36]
ä<py>[
Hl!ss(r) = 2 71pc. (7? 2 v
l n gcs a" s3

üi
12

(1.12)
(1.13)

where /i(2PY)(r) and c2PV)(r) are the correlation functions
of the one-component hard sphere model in the PY
approximation.
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In order to solve (1.9), one can apply the BaxterWertheim (BW) method [37, 38], which leads to the
representation
1~V~Q * C0(x) *

= Q{x) * QJ(-x ),

[I + \Tq* H0(x)]/q] * Q(x) = [QT{ - x )Y \

(1.14)

The set of (1.18)—(1.22) is solved by numerical meth
ods. In the low ionic density region (gm—>0) one has to
neglect the terms which are linear and of higher order
in Qm. Then the interaction parameters can be written
in the form

(1.15)

where T indicates matrix transpose.
By analyzing (1.14), taking account of the closure of
the MSA, one represents the functions
as [10]

M; =

r
_Amn j d re (ix-K)r
(1.16)
hi
where qj]"(r) = 0 at r > a ij, / ^ ( c j - o ^ l and
=
SijSmn, öij being the Kronecker delta function.
The BW functions Q™n(r) can be determined by a
method given in [15]:
QTjn(r) = qrj n(r)-z i aJ,
q?jn(r) = (r-ffy)

+ | ( r - ^ . ) 2 q'^"
+ i ( r - ° i j ) 3 qumn-

(1-17)

The coefficients of the BW function which define the
MSA analytic solution are expressed through the set
of seven interaction parameters M;, v(, r, Bi0 and b2.
The set of nonlinear equations couple Mh V{, f ', B10,
b2 with the parameters of the ion-ion y.l = 4n ße2 ion4 7T
dipole oq = a0 a2, and dipole-dipole <x.\ = — ß q2 inter
actions:
^
Dna f= 2 f M;

X Qj Gj VjMj v,- B1
j
P6

Mf al D —y0oi v; + as m + ^ D a? X Qj cjj Vj My, (1.19)
(1.20)
(1.21)

ßl:

= 2 I/ £

(1.26)

Bl0= 0,

(1.27)

b2 =

(1.28)

ß M i is the Wertheim dielectric con
ßl
stant [36]. The limit of low ion concentration deter
mined by (1.24)—(1.28) is taken as a starting point to
iterate the interaction parameters in the nmerical in
vestigation of the considered model.
Let us introduce the functions
where ew -

G?i"(r) = Hri"(r)-E ri"(r)

+ ös [(a2-oc0Ä10) ß6 D]2
02
=
Qs X 8i if + ^o»

where
A10= ^ r I et zf
i

^Pö '

Qi <7,- V; M; .

] d t(r -t) G™l( r - t) Q"'"{t)

Ln
We can solve (1.30) numerically (for instance by the
Perram procedure) or by Laplace transformation.
In the latter case we obtain the following compact
expression:
Grj "(s) = G f(s)b7fy
+

(1.22)

(1-23)

(1.29)

where
are the functions equal to H£"(r) in the
hard core region.
To find the functions G™n(r), it is necessary to solve
the set of convolution integral equations

(1.18)
(li +

D

ßl:
1 + y0 ,(1-25)
(Ts ß6 + ai ß3 1 + r a t \ + y 0+ ra ,

I

~g<j
j drq™jn{r)elxr

Qrj n(x) = öTjn-]/Q i8j

(1.24)

1 + /V

u> 2
Qs( \- e h )p r p ;
2ns (D r(s) D

+ Dn(1 -z p ) h? h" + DQ(zh)(h™ PJ + PT ÄJ
2

vTv
WV

(1.31)
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where the expressions for the 2-component vectors
were presented in our previous work [15]. (vv v) is the
vector product.
Replacing in (1.31) the Laplace transform by the
Fourier transform yields

2. Numerical Calculation and Discussion
We shall now apply our results for the ion-dipole
system in the neutralizing background to describe so
lutions of sodium metal in liquid ammonia at 235 K.
The mole fraction of the completely ionised sodium is

/$J5"(x) = hm j 2^ l C T i - 4 - C r w } • (L32)
K + N+
Inverting (1.32) to space, the functions D™n(r) are
H™n{r), m = n,
Drr(r) =
G,7(r), m ±n.

(1-33)

The orientation-invariant coefficients of the TCFs of
the considered model in the MSA are
hn00 {r) =

where s stands for solvent. The diameter of the sodium
ion is taken from data ionc melts [40], a+ =2.6 Ä, and
that of the ammonia molecule from the compressibil
ity of pure ammonia [25], <rs = 3.0Ä. The dipole
moment of NH3 is £s= 1.48 D. The molar volume of
the mixture is supposed to be additive:

(1.34)

(r),

1 2
h?,11(r) = D?1(r) - - j J dr f Dfsl (t),
r o

(1.35)

^s1s10(r) = Ds1s1( r ) - 2 H 1\1ss(r),

(1.36)

h ^ 2(r) = D^(r) + HHss(r)
- 4 - f d tt2[D^(t) + H { \ M '' o

(1.37)

Finally, we shall present expressions for the excess
thermodynamic properties which are based on the
analytic solution of the MSA. The electrostatic part of
the internal energy for each sort can be written as [15]

Consider first the interaction parameters M 1; M2,
vx, v2, r, B10, b2, which determine the structural,
thermodynamic and dielectric properties of the sys
tem. The dependencies of F, B10 and b2 on the concen
tration are presented in Fig. 1. The rapid decreases of
b2 with increasing concentration means that the ap
proximation b2 = b{2 ] used in (1.28) is valid at very low
concentrations. Also M+ and v+ decrease with in
creasing concentration, while Ms and vs are zero at
x = 0 and increase slowly.

rel y2
2
n m "*0
n
X1
n
mH6\vm~
^ X Qj °j Vj )'
ß T7~
=
Zm
ßm
~
8s
~mß
AL 4 n
4n
(1.38)
ß — = — — B10 — — • ~ ,
' K
4n
4n a?

(1.39)

where the notations are also given in [15].
The electrostatic part of the chemical potentials is
given by [39]
(1.40)
ß /if = ß ~ r ~ \ I Qj R - 000i* = 0) - C™(x = 0)],
fy
j
where c"s(x=0) are the Fourier transforms of the DCF
at x = 0 in the PY approximation and c5 °oo(x = 0)
denotes the regular part of the Fourier transforms of
the invariant expansion of the DCF at x = 0.
Adelman's dielectric constant can be written as
e= 1 + o^ y.2 —
* 2 ßl

where

3 2

------- -— ■ (L41)
3 x ( —2)"

i_
b2

x =---N+N

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
07.
05
Fig. 1. The MSA parameters T. ß 10 and b2 as a function of X.
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By substraction of
be obtained:

the screened potentials can
3.0

GiJ(X1,X 2) = gij(Xl ,X 2)-g " H r12).

(2.1)

In the following we shall apply the Andersen-Chandler
[41] approximation to study the PDFs:
(2.2)
Contrary to the MSA, this approximation provides
positive PDFs for all distances and leads to qualita
tively correct functions in a wide range of parameters.
The expressions for the PDFs are presented in the
orientation-invariant form (1.4). Then the coefficients
are

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

sh G9l l (r)
0.5
g?s11(r) = g™(r)

ch Gt0sn (r)
. G?11(r)

g™°(r) = \ g™(r) |

sh GS(R, 9)

1 flHS/ ) _ L
0 ,V » = 20ss

sh Gt°,"(r)G,®11(r)
sin 3 d9,

ch Gs(r, 3 ) -

(2.3)

sh Gs(r, 9)
Gs(r, 9)

G+(r) cos29 -G ~(r) sin2 9
sm 9d9,
2 G2(r, ,9)
gL12(r) =

ch Gs(r, 9)

sh Gs(r, 9)
Gs(r, 9)

2 G+ (r) cos2,9+ G~(r) sin2 9 .
sin9d9,
2Gs(r, 9)
where
G2(r, 3) = [ G » ] 2 cos2 3 + [ G » ] 2 sin2 9,
G +(r) = 2Gs1s12(r) + Gs1s10(r),
G-(r) = Gs1s10(r)-G s1s12(r).
Let us discuss the functions g™°(r) and g0+0+°(r). g°00(r)
equals gNN(r) and is the ammonia-ammonia RDF
while g+°+° (r) is the ion-ion RDF.
The curve gNN(r) for pure ammonia determined by
(2.3) is presented in Figure 2. The curves from X-ray
measurements [42] and MD simulation [32] are also

0
1.5
1.0
2.5
2.0
Fig. 2. The nitrogen-nitrogen PDF g™°(r) for x = 0.0001 as
a function of the distance between the dipoles. 00 experi
: theory,----- : uncorrected theory.
mental, -----: MD,

presented for comparison. It can be seen that our
uncorrected theory deviates from the experiment at
small distances. It is necessary to allow for the softness
of the intermolecular interactions at these distances.
In order to do that, the procedure of Weeks, Chandler
and Andersen [43] has been applied. The potential
Uss(r, Ql , Q2) used already in [32] has been decom
posed as follows:
<PnnW
U Jr, QV, Qp2r) - U ss(rmin, ß f , flf)
0

for r < r min
for r > r mJn'

where Uss(rmin, Q[r, Qp2 ) is the potential minimum for
preferable orientations Q\r and Qp2 .
The allowance of softness in accord to (2.4) leads to
the substitution of g™(r) in (2.3) by e~ß<PNN(r) g]f(r). As
can be seen in Fig. 2 this provides the correct first
maximum of gfNN(r). The theory and experiment show
the first maximum at 3.4 Ä. However, similarly to the
MD data, we did not get the pronounced shoulder at
-3 .7 Ä , manifesting that the model is not safisfactory.
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As already mentioned by Heinzinger et al. [32] the
0NN(r) behaviour indicates a close-packed structure of
ammonia. Therefore, contrarily to the function g00(r)
for water and aqueous solutions [44], the structure of
ammonia and its solutions is determined mainly by
density ordering. The contribution of electrostatic
interactions and hydrogen bonding is considerably
weaker than in water. Our study shows a compara
tively weak sensitivity of g®Q0{r) on the ion concentra
tions in a wide range. More sensitive are the harmon
ics g^s10(r) and g^12(r). The function g^11(r) at two
different concentrations corresponding to the nonmetallic and metallic regions is presented in Figure 3.
The ion-ion function g++(r) is especially sensitive on
the concentration. This can be seen in Fig. 4 for the
nonmetallic and metallic regions. Similarly to electro
lyte solutions [3], at low ion concentration (nonmetal
lic region) g++{r) has Debye-like asymptotics. The al
lowance for solvent is manifested by the oscillations
around the asymptotic behaviour due to solvation. At
higher concentrations (metallic region) the asymptotic
behaviour is absent. Now the oscillations are around
the abscissa axis and their amplitude increases. The
function g++(r) becomes similar to the one in the case
of simple liquids and liquid metals [26, 21]. One has to
mention the more structured form of g+ +(r) than the
one for the aforementioned systems.
As for gij(r, ß), our preliminary calculations show
that it has a first maximum which corresponds to the
orientation $s = 0, manifesting the presence of solva
tion shells. At increasing concentrations the structure
becomes more smooth. However the dominating
orientation 3S= 0 preserves.
Finally we should like to discuss some thermody
namic and dielectric properties of the model con
sidered. The dielectric constant is determined by (1.41).
Its dependence on the concentration is presented in
Figure 5. Similarly to the case of electrolyte solutions
[2], the dielectric constant decreases with increasing
concentration of ions.
The electrostatic part of the internal energy for each
short is given by (1.38)—(1.39). Then the total electro
static part of the internal energy of the system can be
written as

V

=

2n ;

QiZiBi-

2n

gr
0.02

0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
Fig. 3. The PDF g^s12(r) as a function of the distance between
the dipoles for 1: x = 0.005 and 2: x = 0.1.

«1
2 tc Gs3

where the first term corresponds to the ion-ion contri
bution Ej0/. the second term is ion-dipole one
and

Fig. 4. The ion-ion PDF g*sl0(r) as a function of the distance
between the ions for 1: x = 0.005 and 2: x = 0.1.
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Nc+N.

-100-

Fig. 5. The dielectric function as a function of ionic concen
tration.

the third term is dipole-dipole one
These contri
butions dependent on the ion concentration as pre
sented in Figure 6. The ion-ion contribution
is the
most important one, and its absolute value increases
with ion concentration. The absolute value of Edd de
creases with ion concentration while the ion-dipole
contribution ££} has a maximum at x = 0.23. At higher
concentrations the latter decreases to zero.
One has to note that these properties are considered
as the specific features of the model. One has to allow
for the electron subsystem when considering a realistic
metal-ammonia solution. The situation is very similar
to the case of metal-molten salt solutions [28, 29].
Anyway, the ion-molecular model can be considered
as a reference fluid for the real metal-ammonia solu
tions.

Fig. 6. The electrostatic part of the internal energy as a func
tion of an ionic concentration. 1: ion-ion contribution, 2: iondipole contribution, 3: dipole-dipole contribution, 4: total
contribution.

3. Conclusion
Here we have used the analytical solution of the
MSA obtained in [15] for the ion-dipole model in a
neutralizing background for the description of the
structural, thermodynamic and dielectric properties of
solutions of sodium in ammonia. The results show
that the structure of ammonia is close-packed and
changes little with ion concentration. The form of the
ion-ion distribution function changes fromt the solva
tion behaviour with Debye-like asymptotics at low
ion concentration to density ordering in the metallic
region. However, for the description of the atom-atom
correlation functions
('")» Ghh (r) and 0HNa(r) the
present model should be improved. Particularly, the
site-site approach for ion-molecular systems in the
neutralizing background will be useful for this aim.
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